the lattice of all topologies on a set E. (£f,\f> A) is complete, antiatomic, complemented, and, if \E\> the cardinality of E, is at least three, it is not modular, [10, pp. 384-5, 389-397] . Next, let (^?, V, AO be the lattice of all regular topologies on E. (&, V, A r ) is complete but not a sublattice of (S* V> A) The greatest lower bound in <%} of a collection of topologies in & is only the least upper bound of all the regular topologies which are weaker than the collection's greatest lower bound in S? [8, pp. 754-755] .
The anti-atoms of £f are the ultraspaces on E; these are topologies of the form ©($, ^/) -P c (x) U *2S where ^ is an ultraίilter on E different from <%f{x) = {AaE:xeA} and where P c (x) = {AczE: x $ A}. Frohlich [5, p. 81, Satz 3] showed that every topology τ on E is the infimum of the ultraspaces on E which are finer than τ.
The special sublattice of (^f V> A)> which is anti-isomorphic to the lattice of preorders on E, is called the lattice of principal topologies. From this sublattice Steiner [10, p. 383, Theorem 2.6; and van Rooij [16, p. 807 ] take their complements. Now an ultraspace is said to be principal if its topology is of the form & (x, %f(y) ) where x Φ y. A topology τ is principal if τ = 1, or if τ is the infimum of the principal ultratopologies finer than τ. These topologies are also characterized [10, Theorem 2.3] by the fact that they have a base of open sets which is minimal at each (Throughout the paper B x in a principal topology σ will denote the <7-open set minimal at the point x.) Using this characterization it is easily seen [10, p. 382, Theorem 2.5 ] that the principal topologies form a sublattice of (<£f V> Λ) The mapping establishing the antiisomorphism between this lattice and the lattice of preorders is given by
and
In the lattice of regular topologies there is a sublattice of the lattice of principal topologies which has a familiar structure: In which case, if J7 = U {B y : ye U}eτ and x e ~ U then B x f] U = 0 and it follows that ~ Ϊ7 = (J {5,.: ^ G ^ 17} G r. Every open set being closed implies τ is regular. COROLLARY 
A principal topology τ is regular iff G τ is an equivalence relation.
That the lattice of equivalence relations is complemented is proven mot a mot as in Steiner [10, p. 389 It is now possible to reduce the problem to T o regular topologies. Let z be a regular topology on E and E* the set of point closures {cl Γ (x): xe E). Then E* is a set of equivalence classes of E and φ: E-+ E* given by φ(x) -cl Γ (x) is the canonical map. If τ* is the quotient topology relative to φ and r, that is, the finest topology on E* such that φ is continuous relative to (E, τ), then r* is a regular JΓ 0 topology, lattice-isomorphic to τ [15, p. 92, Theorem 14.2] ; further, φ: (E, z) -»(E*, z*) is open and closed [9, p. 155, Theorem 9.3.6] , and (#*, z*) is called the T o quotient of (E, z). THEOREM 
If the T Q quotient (E*, τ*) of a regular space (E, τ) has a (principal) complement in the lattice of regular topologies on E* 9 then (E, z) has a (principal) complement in the lattice of regular topologies on E.
Proof. Let / be a choice function on the subsets of E, σ* the regular complement for τ* and S -{y e E: y Φ /(cl Γ (y))}. Define σ to be the topology on E with the following base
The topology σ is, in fact, regular. Suppose F is closed in (E, σ) and x ί F. Then ~F = (φ~ιB* -S) U A for some AaS and some J3*e<7*. IfxeS, then {x}eσ and Fc ί7 -{x} eσ. If a ^S, then φxeB*eσ* and there exist disjoint sets U*, F*eσ* separating 9>(aj ) and ~B*. In which case, φ~ιU* -S and 9> -1 F* U S are cr-open sets separating x and F. Note that σ is principal if σ* is.
Next, if 4eo"Λr, then φAeτ* and A = φ" 1^* for some S^eσ*. rτ * -0 then ^/r^" 1 must be constant, which implies that ψ is constant and hence σ A r z = 0. Finally σ V r = 1. For x g S we have Z7* e r* and F* e σ* such that {φx} = i7* Π F* which implies that
Principal complementation and connectivity* In order for a regular topology τ and a principal regular topology σ to have a least Proof. Without loss of generality, by (i) the collection of com-ponents forms a sequence {E n } n such that, by (iii) each singleton is followed by a nonsingleton. For each n, let τ n = τ \ E n and σ n its principal regular complement. Now for any nonsingleton E n there must be at least two distinct minimal open sets in σ n ; otherwise τ n -1. But 1 is not connected unless \E n \ = 1. Let / be any function on E to a regular Γ o space which is continuous relative to the topology σ Λ r. Then f n = f\E n is continuous relative to the topology σ Λ Λ τ w for each %. Hence f n is constant on £J % and since / is constant on each set in σ then / is constant on all of E.
For Similarly for any xe A n . Thus σ V τ = 1.
THEOREM 3.4. Lei (2£, r) 6e α regular space and D a dense subset. If τ\D has a complement σ* in the lattice of regular topologies on D, then τ has a complement in the lattice of regular topologies on E.
Proof. Define σ to be the topology on E with the base σ* U {{y}: y £ D}. Then σ is regular, σ \ D -<τ*; σ is principal iff σ* is principal.
In which case, for any nonemply Ueσ A r τ we have UZDD since Uf] D = 0 is impossible. Hence σ A r τ -0. Obviously σ V τ -1. It is now clear that the complementation problem can be reduced to considering spaces without isolated points, because in the following result (W y τ\ W) has no isolated points. COROLLARY 
Let (E> τ) be a regular T o space, I the set of isolated points, W = int Γ (E -I) the interior of E -I. If (W, τ/ W) has a principal regular complement then there is a principal regular complement for τ.
Classes with complements* In this section our task is to construct principal regular complements for various classes of regular T o topologies. The first result provides the basic construction used in the following theorem to handle the class of supra-DiSΓ spaces. The definition of this class is a generalization of the DN spaces of B. A. Anderson [1, p. 989 Proof. Define σ to be the principal regular topology with the base of minimal open sets {S n :n*zO}U{{x}:x$\J n zoS n }.
Then for any x e E we have {x}eσ V τ.
On the other hand, for each S n let x n be any point in cl r (S n ) Suppose there is an ordinal n such that Note that any first countable space is supra-DiV. THEOREM 
If (E, τ) is a regular T o supra-DN space without isolated points then τ has a principal regular complement.
Proof. Let x t be any point of E and E7i = E -{α?J e r. Then there is a discrete set S 1 c E/Ί such that {x λ } = cl Γ (SJ -C/ί For the induction, consider any ordinal n between 1 and ξ, where ξ > \E\; suppose that for each β < n the set S β (zE -cl Γ (\J r< β S r ) is defined, nonclosed, discrete, and either cl r (\J r<β S r ) GΓ or any open set containing cl Γ (\J r<β S r ) meets S β . Now for any subset AczE, either the boundary of E -cl r (A) is nonempty or cl Γ (A) is open. Hence if clr (Ur<* S r ) is not open then the boundary of U n = E -cl r (\Jr<n S T ) e τ contains some point x n and U n contains a discrete set S n such that x n e cl Γ (S n ) -U n . So any open set containing cl Γ (\J γ<n S r ) contains the boundary of U n and hence, as a neighborhood of x n , meets S H . If, on the other hand, cl r (\J r<n S r ) e τ, let x n be any point of V n = 1? -cl Γ (Ur<^ S r ) and Z7 n = V n -{x n }eτ.
Then there is a discrete set S» c U n such that {»,} = cl r (S n ) -tT..
Consequently cl Γ (\Ji*n S n ) = E and S o = {x n : cl r (Ur<* ^r) G τ ) is discrete. Lastly, if cl Γ (\Ji^r<n S r ) e τ then any τ-open set containing cl Γ (\Jo^γ<n S r ) ID S o , and hence containing x n , meets JS Λ . Otherwise cl Γ (\Jι^r < n S r ) ί τ and any Ue τ such that UZD cl r (Uo^r<^ >S r ) must meet S n . The conclusion then follows by the previous theorem. DEFINITION. A space (E, τ) is said to be Bolzano-Weierstrass compact if every infinite subset of E has a limit point in E. DEFINITION. A space (E, τ) is said to be locally-B.W.-compact if each point in the space has a fundamental system of neighborhoods each of which is Bolzano-Weierstrass compact. THEOREM 4.3. If (E, τ) Proof. Let Q = {q l9 q 2 , } be a countable dense subset of E. Let Vi be a B.W. compact neighborhood of x 1 = q x . Since τ \ Q is T 2 without isolated points, there is a countably infinite discrete S x c int Γ (Fi) Π Q with x ί eS 1 .
For every xeS ί9 the T 2 regularity of E and the discreteness of the countable set S x imply that there is an open set V x such that x e V x c cl Γ V x c V u cl r V x Π cl Γ ^ = {x}, and if x,yeS x and α? ^ ί/, then cl Γ F β Π cl Γ V y = 0. Hence, for each x e S 19 an infinite discrete set S x may be chosen so that xe S x aV x f) Q. The points of S λ may be denoted by x ln for n = 1, 2, •••, with a? u = α?χ. The corresponding discrete sets may be denoted by S ln . For each n, let y ιn e cl r (S ln ) -S ln c cl r V Xίn .
If Q k Φ 0, let x k be the least element in the order on Q k .
V k a B.W.-compact neighborhood of x k in ~cl Γ (\J p<k \J~=ιS pn ) S k a countably infinite discrete set in V k Π Q k with x k e S k x kn n = 1, 2, the points of £•* in the induced order S kn the corresponding countably infinite discrete sets chosen from the intersection of Q and a neighborhood, of x kn , whose closure is in V k with x kl = x k e S kl and satisfying cl Γ S kn Π cl Γ S kp = 0 for n Φ p, and
Define a principal regular complement σ for τ with a base of minimal open sets consisting of Using hypothesis (a) for the first nonisolated coordinate, it is easily seen that σ V T = 1.
Next Continuing this process and replacing x il9 , x ik and y il9 , y ik locates a point common to A 1 and A 2 . The absence of disjoint sets in r Λ σ implies that τ A r σ = 0. In particular, the principal regular complement constructed in Theorem 4.3 satisfies conditions (a), (b) and (d) required of the factor spaces in Theorem 4.4; condition (c) can be accomodated without losing others.
